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ABSTRACT
Prior research shows that the GenderMag method can help iden-
tify and address usability barriers that are more likely to affect
women software users than men. However, the evidence for the
effectiveness of GenderMag is limited to small lab studies. In this
case study, by combining self-reported gender data from tens of
thousands of users of an internal code review tool with software
logs data gathered over a five-year period, we quantitatively show
that GenderMag helped a team at Google (a) correctly identify dis-
coverability as a usability barrier more likely to affect women than
men, and (b) increase discoverability by 2.4x while also achieving
gender parity. That is, compared to men using the original code
review tool, women and men using the system redesigned with
GenderMag were both 2.4x more likely to discover the “Suggest
Edit” feature at any given time. Thus, this paper contributes the first
large-scale evidence of the effectiveness of GenderMag in the field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software has the potential to make all humans productive, better
informed, and more connected to other people. But sometimes
software does not support all of its users the way it should. For
example, a recent lawsuit alleges that one of the largest online
home goods retailer’s website often does not work well for users of
screen readers.1 As another example, a recent study of AI detectors
for student essays found that they were more likely to misclassify
essays as being written by a bot when the writers spoke English as
a second language.2 As a final example, Black users of a popular
social media platform threatened to leave because the platform
allowed racial slurs in usernames.3 These examples illustrate how
a variety of software can be exclusionary in a variety of ways.

One of the most well-studied design methods for creating more
inclusive software is GenderMag [5]. GenderMag was created as a
way for software developers to make their software more gender in-
clusive. GenderMag is a specialization of the cognitive walkthrough
method [16], where software developers take the perspective of
different users by applying personas [25], then step through a use
case of their software as if they were those personas. The personas
in GenderMag were carefully designed based on the literature to
reflect five specific cognitive styles that guide user interactions
with software and also cluster by gender, on average. For example,
the Abi persona is a “process-oriented learner” where they prefer
learning an unfamiliar technology through step-by-step guidance.
If the software happens to cater better to “tinkerers,” Abi incurs an
additional cognitive tax when using it because they have to figure
out what a feature does by clicking around. Neither cognitive style
is inherently “good” or “bad.” However, when one style is insuffi-
ciently supported, the software becomes less usable by a segment of

1https://topclassactions.com/disability-class-action-lawsuit/wayfair-class-action-
alleges-website-not-accessible-to-blind-visually-impaired-users/
2https://www.businessinsider.com/ai-detector-mislabels-essays-non-native-
english-speakers-openai-chatgpt-2023-7
3https://techcrunch.com/2023/07/17/bluesky-racial-slurs-banned-list-usernames/
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the user base. Research has found that the cognitive styles favored
by women on average (personified in Abi) are the ones that are
more often unsupported [5]. Thus, the GenderMag method helps
software developers see the software they are designing through
the eyes of users who may be different from them.

Existing research is limited about whether GenderMag finds and
fixes gender disparities in software usage. The most direct evidence
comes from Vorvoreanu and colleagues [32], who counted task
failures in a laboratory study involving 20 faculty members and
students, using two versions of the same search engine, before
and after GenderMag was applied. The authors found that women
had twice as many failures as men with the original version of the
software, but the gender gap disappeared after the GenderMag-
based redesign. Whether GenderMag is so effective at larger scale
and outside the laboratory remain open questions.

In this paper, we contribute the first evaluation on the effective-
ness of GenderMag in shaping users’ behavior in the field. We do so
in the context of Critique, a code review system built at Google and
used inside the company. Critique has an existing feature called
Suggest Edit, which allows for code reviewers to suggest a change
to an author’s code directly. After Suggest Edit was deployed for
several years, in 2019 we examined it using GenderMag, then re-
designed the feature to address the issues that GenderMag found.
In 2023, we returned to Critique’s usage logs – containing data from
tens of thousands of users – to evaluate the redesign’s impact.

Our evaluation focuses on one aspect of usability, discoverability,
which we define as how quickly a group of users discover a feature
in a piece of software. For a single user, a feature discovery is the
first time that the feature is used in that user’s history of using the
product. In our context, a discovery is the first time that a code
reviewer invokes Suggest Edit and the suggestion is sent for the
code’s author to see.

In our evaluation of GenderMag, we test two hypotheses:
• that Suggest Edit had a gender gap in discoverability, whereby
the feature had higher discoverability for men compared to
women, as predicted by GenderMag, and

• that the GenderMag-based redesign of Suggest Edit closed
this gender gap, thereby achieving gender parity in discov-
erability.

By applying a survival analysis, modeling the time to first use of
Suggest Edit while controlling for the employees’ tenure and role,
we confirmed both hypotheses, showing that GenderMag increased
discoverability 2.4x overall and achieved gender parity.

In the remainder of this paper, we summarize the GenderMag
method and relate prior research in the area (Section 2), describe
why and how we applied GenderMag (Section 3), outline our quan-
titative methods to demonstrate GenderMag’s effectiveness (Sec-
tion 4), and finally describe the results (Section 5).

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
GenderMag is a software design method, where participants (typ-
ically software developers or user experience researchers) “put
themselves in the shoes” of users who are trying to use the soft-
ware [5]. The main goal of the GenderMag method is to identify
potential gender biases in user interfaces and the associated use
cases involving those interfaces. One can expect gender biases (and

many other types of biases) to creep up in software design, since
typically it is less likely that the voices of women4 are represented
on software teams and, therefore, more likely for usability issues
that disproportionately affect women to go unnoticed until later in
the software lifecycle, if at all.

2.1 The GenderMag Personas
At one level, GenderMag is a cognitive walkthrough method [16],
where potential usability issues are found (we call them “findings”,
for short). However, GenderMag specifically builds on empirical
observations and theories of how men and women tend to differ
statistically in their views and usage of technology [29], therefore
the method is particularly suited to uncover gendered usability is-
sues. The gender differences in GenderMag are encapsulated in five
dimensions called facets, that each describe a continuous spectrum:

(1) motivations, where people at one end of the spectrum are
driven by task accomplishment and at the other end of the
spectrum by enjoyment of the technology itself;

(2) information processing styles, where one end tends to process
information comprehensively while the other end tends to
process selectively;

(3) computer self-efficacy, where one end tends to have low self-
confidence in succeeding at tasks while the other end tends
to have high self-confidence;

(4) attitudes towards risk, where one end tends to avoid risks
more than the other; and

(5) new technology learning style, where one end is less likely to
playfully experiment (“tinker”) with new software features
than the other [5].

All cognitive styles (ends of the spectrum for each of the five
facets above) have their own strengths, but they can all be at a
disadvantage if they are not supported by the right problem-solving
software environment.

GenderMag embodies the five facets through different personas,
driving analysts to walk through specific use case scenarios using
the software from the perspective of those personas, thus uncover-
ing usability issues regardless of the analysts’ own gender identities.
Most commonly, applications of GenderMag use two personas rep-
resenting the opposite ends of the spectra, one representing the
statistically average woman (often named “Abi”) and the other rep-
resenting the statistically average man (often named “Tim”) [5].
Concretely, the Abi persona skews towards being motivated by task
accomplishment, processing information comprehensively, having
lower self-confidence and higher risk aversion, and being less of a
tinkerer, characteristics which tend to occur more often in women.
The Tim persona represents the other ends of each spectrum. There-
fore, by walking through a software use scenario with both the
Abi and Tim personas, GenderMag analysts can identify ways to
make the software more gender-inclusive overall, since every user
is expected to fall somewhere in between on each spectrum. It is
important to note that the above-mentioned gender differences are
statistical – while they tend to cluster by gender, individuals exhibit
characteristics associated with both Abi and Tim.

4Possibly non-men more generally, though data on the representation of non-binary
developers is scarce.
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2.2 Prior Work on the Effectiveness of
GenderMag

Reasoning about the effectiveness of GenderMag typically involves
three dimensions: (1) the extent to which the walkthrough gen-
erates findings; (2) the extent to which the findings are actually
experienced disproportionately bywomen in practice, as opposed to
“merely” imagined as such by the analysts during the walkthrough;
and (3) the extent to which redesigning the software based on the
findings actually improves its usability and, ideally, eliminates the
gender inequities. Prior work has touched on these dimensions to
varying degrees.

Whether the Walkthrough Generates Findings. Several stud-
ies focused on counting findings generated by GenderMag in real
software. In Burnett and colleagues’ study of running GenderMag
at two teams in US tech companies and two tech teams in a gov-
ernment agency [4], a total of 99 findings emerged, of which 25
were related to GenderMag’s facets. Burnett and colleagues also
ran GenderMag in a workshop by applying it to a programming
game, where 10 findings emerged [4]. In the same study, they ap-
plied it to a second programming game, with 15 findings emerging.
Cunningham and colleagues [7] had three primary findings when
applying GenderMag to a library construction and maintenance
tool. Shekhar and Marsden asked 49 students and professionals to
apply GenderMag to an 11-step user story in a piece of learning
management software; the average participant typically generated
at least one and up to three findings per step [28]. In Padala and
colleagues’ recent study, by asking five teams of software engineer-
ing professionals to apply GenderMag to open-source project use
cases, between one and 40 total findings emerged per use case [24].

Whether the Findings Are Gendered. In contrast, the literature
validating the findings is less rich, and is typically restricted to small
samples of software users observed in controlled laboratory settings.
Some of themost robust evidence comes from Padala and colleagues,
who compared GenderMag’s findings about open-source project on-
boarding against challenges reported by 22 students who journaled
their own open-source onboarding experiences; although links be-
tween findings and challenges were not investigated directly, the
authors argue that GenderMag’s findings “really do disproportion-
ately affect women” [24]. In a different controlled study with 20
men and women faculty members and graduate students, Vorvore-
anu and colleagues applied GenderMag to a search engine [32].
The authors found that women got stuck twice as often as men
with the original version of the software, but the gender gap disap-
peared after the redesign; moreover, “task performance improved
for both the participating genders.” Less formally, after Burnett and
colleagues applied GenderMag to a game, 13 of 14 findings were
reported to be consistent with the development team’s observations
over a two-year period [5].

WhetherAddressing the Findings ImprovesUsability. Finally,
there is evidence that software teams act, or at least plan to act,
on the GenderMag findings by redesigning the software to address
the usability issues, and that these efforts pay off. However, the
evidence on the industrial, practical impact of applying GenderMag
is scarce and rarely comes from software deployed “in production”
and the software’s actual, day-to-day users. Instead, as before, the

evidence tends to come from small samples of users observed in
laboratory settings. Prior studies discuss the software developers’
commitments to fix findings, the post-fix impact, and more broadly
the support for using GenderMag also outside of the respective
studies.

Commitments to Fix Findings. In Burnett and colleagues’ study
of four professional teams [4], after applying GenderMag, the de-
velopment team committed to fix 14 of 25 findings. In an action
research study at Microsoft [3], one informant reported fixing a
compiler message based on a GenderMag finding. In Hilderbrand
and colleagues’ action research study of 10 teams from companies
and universities [14], “all 10 teams decided to fix their products
according to the GenderMag [findings]”. In Burnett and colleagues’
application of GenderMag to a game, the development team agreed
to fix six of the 14 findings [5].

Post-Fix Impact. Three studies have argued for the effectiveness
of GenderMag by linking the software changes made after Gen-
derMag was applied with a variety of outcomes. In Burnett and
colleagues study at Microsoft, one team reported that customer rat-
ings improved by 40%, but also noted that the ratings were difficult
to compare because “they measured slightly different things” [3]. In
Burnett and colleagues’ application of GenderMag to a game, users
were reportedly 47% female, but the gender distribution before Gen-
derMag was not reported [5]. One participant in Hilderbrand and
colleagues’ study noted that GenderMag’s fixes “reduced help desk
tickets on common questions” [14]. As mentioned above, Vorvore-
anu and colleagues found that GenderMag induced an improvement
in task completion for all users while also removing the gender
gap [32], while Guizani and colleagues report on a similar overall
usability improvement, but without gender differences [13].

Method Adoption. Two studies have argued for GenderMag’s
effectiveness by noting study participants’ desire to adopt Gen-
derMag in their day-to-day work. After asking five teams to use
GenderMag, Burnett and colleagues [4] reported that three teams
planned to use GenderMag again. After asking 10 teams to use Gen-
derMag, Hilderbrand and colleagues [14] found that seven teams
showed evidence of using GenderMag after the study period.

2.3 The Knowledge Gap and Our Contribution
In summary, while it is clear from prior research that GenderMag
can be highly effective, there is little evidence of its demonstrated
impact on industrial practice and real-world users of deployed
software.

Moreover, it’s notable that nearly all the studies of GenderMag’s
effectiveness were conducted by researchers at Oregon State Univer-
sity (OSU), where GenderMagwas created. Independent evaluations
are generally critical for advancing scientific understanding [9], but
especially so for GenderMag, for two reasons. First, the largest-scale
field studies to date [3, 14] used action research, where “researchers
are also participants, and the participants are also researchers” [14],
so it remains unclear whether GenderMag would have been as
effective without the deep involvement of GenderMag’s creators.
Second, the two exceptional evaluations that were not conducted
by the OSU team – Cunningham and colleagues [7] and Shekhar
and Marsden [28] – showed only that GenderMag produces some
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usability findings, but not that those findings correspond to any
challenges experienced by real users, nor that fixes to address those
findings would actually yield more usable software.

Our research – conducted without substantial involvement of
the OSU team5 – decisively fills this gap in the literature by report-
ing on a case study of applying GenderMag to a code review tool
used by tens of thousands of engineers at Google, a large software
company. Our study shows, with large-scale quantitative evidence
from tens of thousands of users, that a sizable gender gap in using
the code review tool’s Suggest Edit feature, uncovered by applying
GenderMag, disappeared after the feature was redesigned. The re-
design also resulted in a substantial improvement in the usability
of the feature overall, for engineers of all genders.

3 APPLICATION OF GENDERMAG TO
SUGGEST EDIT

In the late 2010s, a team within Google that developed the com-
pany’s internal code review tool, called Critique, needed to rewrite
the frontend of Critique because the old frontend framework was
being deprecated. This offered the team an opportunity to make
usability improvements to Critique. One such improvement started
with the application of GenderMag to a specific feature called Sug-
gest Edit. We selected Suggest Edit for two reasons:

• We hypothesized that the overall usability of Suggest Edit
could be improved, based on a few user reports. As a cog-
nitive walkthrough method, GenderMag would allow us to
broadly examine the usability of Suggest Edit.

• Prior research on GenderMag convinced us that many soft-
ware features work better for some genders more than others.
If Suggest Edit was such a feature, the GenderMag method
would help us discover why.

The authors of this paper collaborated with the Critique team to
apply GenderMag.

In this section, we describe how Suggest Edit worked before
GenderMag, enumerate our major findings from the GenderMag
session, and then explain how Suggest Edit was redesigned to in-
corporate GenderMag’s findings.

3.1 How Suggest Edit was Used Before
GenderMag

Before we explain how we applied GenderMag, we first describe
the software we applied it to, Critique, and specifically a feature
within Critique, Suggest Edit.

In Google’s main monolithic code repository, an author of a code
change generally must have that change reviewed by at least one
other Google employee before the change can be integrated into
software products. Code authors use the Critique code review tool
to solicit reviews, and reviewers asynchronously provide comments
on the author’s change, typically called a changelist.

5More precisely, the OSU team was not involved in choosing the software we applied
GenderMag to, conducting the walkthroughs, or collecting and analyzing any of the
data for the evaluation. However, one researcher on the OSU team gave a GenderMag
training six months before we used GenderMag, and one researcher provided feedback
on a draft of this paper.

In addition to providing comments on a change, reviewers can
use the Suggest Edit feature to directly propose changes to a change-
list. For example, if the author did not use camel case when they
should have, rather than requesting that change in the form of a
textual change (e.g., “Please change this variable to camel case.”), the
reviewer can propose a change directly to the file in the changelist.
The author can then preview the reviewer’s change, and integrate
it into their own change if the author is in agreement. The Suggest
Edit feature was introduced into Critique in 2014, and is functionally
similar to GitHub’s Suggested Changes feature6 for pull requests,
introduced in 2018.

So that the reader understands GenderMag’s findings about this
feature, in the remainder of this subsectionwe provide additional de-
tails on how reviewers proposed changes in the version of Critique
prior to our application of GenderMag. This version of Critique
was deprecated years ago and is no longer functional today, and
we did not have any appropriate screenshots to include in this pa-
per. Nonetheless, we intersperse two illustrations that show what
Critique looked like prior to GenderMag (Figures 1 and 2).

The Suggest Edit use case began when a reviewer received a no-
tification to review a changelist, either by receiving a notification
via email or by looking at a Critique dashboard to find a changelist
that needed review. The reviewer then clicked on the changelist to
review, where metadata appeared, including who the other review-
ers were, what static analysis checks were run, and which tests had
run. Further down the page, the reviewer saw a list of files that the
author modified. Each file could then be opened for review, in one
of two ways:

• If the reviewer clicked on a file link, the author was taken to
a separate Critique page just for that file. We will call this Cri-
tique’s “file view,” because the entirety of one file was shown
on this page. After reviewing the file, the reviewer navigated
with their browser’s back button to the main changelist page,
and then reviewed the next file.

• Alternatively, the reviewer could expand the file bar on Cri-
tique’s main page. Doing so did not cause the browser to
navigate to the file view, but instead the file was expanded
in-place, and elided parts of the file that had not changed. We
call this Critique’s “in-place file view.” When the reviewer
was done inspecting the relevant parts of the file, rather than
navigating back, they only needed to scroll down to the next
file to continue the review.

If a reviewer wished to make a comment on a file, they could do
so from either view. Crucially, however, the reviewer could use
Suggest Edit from only in the file view.

From the file view, the reviewer suggested an edit by navigating
to the top of the file view page, then clicked on a pencil icon next to
the file name (Figure 1). An editable file was then visually overlaid
on top of the file being reviewed, inside which the reviewer could
make any edit. Once satisfied, the reviewer clicked “Save”. After
saving the change, the reviewer-made edit was shown just like
a normal comment would be, with the comment text “Reviewer-
suggested edit (Click ‘Show’ in Critique)”.

Once satisfied with all comments and suggestions made to the
changelist, the reviewer opened a “reply” dialog, then clicked “send”

6https://github.blog/changelog/2018-10-16-suggested-changes/

https://github.blog/changelog/2018-10-16-suggested-changes/
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Figure 1: The file view in the pre-GenderMag version of Cri-
tique. To invoke the Suggest Edit feature, the user pressed
the pencil icon by the file name.

Figure 2: The reviewer about to send the Suggested Edit back
to the author.

to send the changelist back to the author (Figure 2). The author
could then preview any Suggested Fixes, and could apply them to
the changelist with a single click.

3.2 HowWe Applied GenderMag
We applied the GenderMag method to find usability issues in Sug-
gest Edit. We used GenderMag’s Tim and Abi personas, which are
at the opposite ends of each facet spectrum, over two workshop ses-
sions that roughly lasted 3.5 hours in total. As the method literature
recommends, we modified the personas to fit with this context, such
that both Tim and Abi were Google software engineers. We kept
the default profile pictures, as prior work found that the persona’s
appearance is not an important differentiator [15]. Also congruent
with the literature, the sessions included a facilitator, to ensure rea-
sonable adherence to the GenderMag process; a recorder, to write
down findings the group encountered; a driver, to step through the
use case on a shared-display computer; and three to four evaluators,
to discuss how Tim or Abi might have difficulty at each step of the
use case.

After conducting these workshops, we had clearly identified is-
sues we wanted to address. We then ran a two-day design workshop
where we took these issues, and re-designed the feature to address
them. The outcome of this design workshop were UI mocks of the
re-designed workflow, some of which were implemented in the new
version of Critique.

Table 1: Number of findings uncovered with GenderMag.
The number that were fixed are in parentheses.

Tim persona Abi persona

Inclusion Findings 6 (2) 16 (4)
Other Usability Findings 3 (1) 5 (3)

3.3 What We Found Applying GenderMag
Table 1 counts the number of findings we uncovered with Gender-
Mag, and the number that were fixed (in parentheses) by the time
the new version of Critique was deployed. Consistent with prior
literature [4, 28], the Abi persona produced the most findings. Also
as in prior literature [24], we distinguish between findings related
to gender inclusion and other usability findings; inclusion findings
are those that can be tied to GenderMag’s five facets.

Notably, we fixed only some of the inclusion and other usability
findings uncovered with GenderMag. The remainder were not fixed
for a several reasons:

• The fix would have been too difficult with limited apparent
benefits. For instance, one fixwould have entailed integrating
a new styled code editor into the code review tool.

• Fixing the issue was of unclear importance. For instance,
two issues were likely encountered rarely enough that they
seemed not important enough to fix.

• The fix would entail tradeoffs that may not have been worth-
while. For instance, one fix would have worked better for
users with a certain mental model, but would have been
confusing to users with a different mental model.

• The fix would have required changes to a conceptually sepa-
rate part of the software. For instance, one fix would have
changed Critique’s “reply” dialog, but the change would
have impacted a variety of other use cases, with unclear
implications.

We next enumerate the six inclusion findings that we encoun-
tered with GenderMag, and that were fixed. With the Abi persona,
we found:

• F1: Suggesting an edit is not encouraged by the UI (as op-
posed to commenting, which has an affordance upon high-
lighting a piece of code). The feature is hidden as a small
icon on the file view. Low self-efficacy/risk averse users may
be deterred from using a seemingly uncommon feature.

• F2: The Suggest Edit feature is potentially hard to find in
the Critique manual for process-oriented learners, as it only
appears in the “how do I. . . ” section.

• F3: Non-tinkering, process-learning users do not realize that
they are making progress towards their goal of suggesting an
edit, as the manual starts with “Click on the pencil button. . . ”
but that is nowhere to be seen on the main page and having
to open the file view is not clearly described as part of the
process.

• F4: Risk-averse users may be reluctant to press “save” in the
editor overlay, as the language can imply that code changes
will be permanently saved or sent to the author immediately.

And with the Tim persona, we found:
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Figure 3: The Suggest Edit button after a GenderMag-based
redesign.

• F5: While a tinkerer will eventually discover Suggest Edit, it
is still not easy to find. This may cause a severe distraction
from the original task.

• F6: Especially for a tinkering user who does not read doc-
umentation, having to first go to the file page is a concern,
as there is no indication of progress towards this goal from
the main page (while scrolling and figuring out where to go).
This could cause distraction or loss of focus during tinkering.

In short, we interpret these findings to mean that users like Abi will
be less likely to discover Suggest Edit than users like Tim (though
users like Tim will be distracted while using Suggest Edit).

3.4 How Suggest Edit is Used After GenderMag
Based on the findings about Suggest Edit that emerged fromGender-
Mag, we proposed several mockups for the next version of Critique.
After our redesign and the Critique team’s subsequent implemen-
tation, we made the following modifications to how Suggest Edit
works, relative to the prior implementation (Section 3.1):

• Addressing F1, F3, F5, and F6 above, the Suggest Edit button
now appears in both the file view and the in-place file view,
now has equal prominence to the “Add file comment” button,
and has text added next to the icon (Figure 3).

• Addressing F2, a help document about Suggest Edit now ap-
pears alongside six other major reviewer tasks in the Critique
User Guide.

• Addressing F4, the “Save” button was relabeled as “Save
suggestion”, striking a more appropriate, welcoming, and
tentative tone.

4 EVALUATION METHODS
How effective was our application of GenderMag in practice? We
examine this question in two ways.

First, we investigate to what extent the original Suggest Edit
feature in Critique was less usable for women than for men. We
expect this gender-based difference because one of our most signif-
icant findings from the GenderMag session was that the Suggest
Edit feature was difficult to find. The theory behind GenderMag
suggests that low discoverability would disproportionately affect
women. Indeed, we found more gender issues using the Abi persona
than the Tim persona. Therefore, we formulate this mechanism as
a testable hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: In the version of Critique that was not
designed using GenderMag, discoverability is signifi-
cantly higher for men than for women.

Second, assuming Hypothesis 1 is supported, we investigate
whether the GenderMag-based redesign increased discoverability,
especially for women:

Hypothesis 2: In the version of Critique that was re-
designed using GenderMag, discoverability of Suggest
Edit increased, especially for women.

Large-scale logs data on user interactions with Critique over
time and employee gender data were both available at Google.
However, we still had important decisions to make about which
outcome variables to measure and how to filter and aggregate the
data such that we can more confidently attribute any changes in
the discoverability of Suggest Edit between the two versions of
Critique to the GenderMag-based redesign, as opposed to possible
confounding factors. In this section, we describe the methodology
choices we made to statistically test our two hypotheses.

The proposal for this research was reviewed by the company’s
employee privacy working group, which is somewhat similar to an
Institutional Review Board.

4.1 Discoverability Metric: “Time” Until
Suggest Edit

We model the discoverability of Suggest Edit primarily as a func-
tion of interacting with Critique. Thus, we expect that the more
comments one writes across all their different code reviews (i.e.,
the more they interact with the tool), the more chances they get to
discover Suggest Edit. We chose this operationalization over one
based on wall clock time as a way to normalize speed by reviewing
activity, since we expect that code review activity varies widely
between engineers over some fixed period of wall clock time.

Still, this left a choice of whether to measure interaction with
Critique in terms of number of code reviews or number of review
comments. We chose to measure the discoverability of Suggest Edit
as the total number of Critique comments made before the first-ever
use of Suggest Edit, to better approximate the amount of interaction
one had with Critique – more comments implies more chances to
suggest edits. The lower this number, the more discoverable it is.

Limitations.We acknowledge the following limitations (threats
to construct validity) of our operationalization. First, reviewers may
discover Suggest Edit also for exogenous reasons, e.g., the feature
being advertised explicitly at some point [22], or a colleague rec-
ommending it, while we only capture discoverability as a function
of interacting with Critique. While such cases are possible, we have
no reason to suspect that any such exogenous reasons impacted
men and women disproportionately, so this should not substantially
affect our conclusions. Second, it is also possible that our discovery
marker event – the first use of Suggest Edit – does not accurately
reflect discovery. For instance, if a user discovers Suggest Edit, but
gets frustrated with it, makes a comment instead, and then never
uses it again, our measure would not record a discovery event at all.
More research is needed to disentangle possible gender differences
in the usability of Suggest Edit conditioned on being aware of it from
the discoverability of Suggest Edit in the first place, as understood
here. GenderMag might be applicable again, but that goes beyond
the scope of this work. Finally, we only considered one measure
of Suggest Edit’s discoverability, the time to discover the feature,
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while a variety of other effectiveness measures exist for GenderMag,
as we explained in the related work section. Future researchers may
extend our analysis to include those as well.

4.2 Modeling Strategy: Survival Analysis
To test our hypotheses, we collected and analyzed data from internal
company code review logs, which are available for both the original
and redesigned versions of Critique and span multiple years.

A naive data analysis approach would compare discovery times
of men and women, with both versions of Suggest Edit, using the
outcome variable above. For example, in analyzing usage of the
pre-GenderMag version of Critique, if we found that the median
women discovered Suggest Edit after commenting 50 times, but
the median man after 40 times, Hypothesis 1 could be considered
supported.

However, this approach leaves out important data – people who
never discovered Suggest Edit at all. Continuing the example, if it
turned out that 90% of women eventually discovered Suggest Edit
but only 50% of men did, that suggests that women actually discover
Suggest Edit more easily than men, disconfirming Hypothesis 1.
An additional challenge of this binary discovery data – Suggest
Edit is discovered or not discovered – is that in practice, we cannot
determine whether someone will never discover Suggest Edit, or
simply has not discovered it yet.

Instead, we use survival analysis to account for both binary dis-
covery data and discovery time data. Survival analysis is a statistical
technique that is typically used to estimate the survival of patients
with a disease [1]. It can be used to compare patient survival out-
comes between different patient types, such as men and women,
and those with and without a treatment.

In our survival analyses, how long it takes to discover Suggest
Edit is analogous to how long a patient survives. Our data about
a user who has not yet discovered Suggest Edit is analogous to a
patient who has not died, typically called a right censored event.
Users who have used the versions of Critique with and without a
GenderMag design session are analogous to users with and without
treatment for disease.

While the problem of software features not being discovered is
well-studied in the literature [10, 12, 17, 21], we have not yet seen a
survival analysis of the problem. Other research has used survival
analysis in software engineering, including to understand defect
proneness [30], developer turnover [18, 26], library migration [11],
and project abandonment [31] in open source.

In our analysis, we use two well-worn tools from the survival
analysis toolbox. The first is a Kaplan-Meier plot [2], which is useful
for visualizing survival curves, or in our case, how Suggest Edit
tends to get discovered over time under various conditions. The
second is a Cox proportional hazards regression [8], which enables
us to separate out the effects of various independent variables
(gender and Critique version) on discoverability, while controlling
for confounding variables.

Like any observational study, our ability to isolate the effect of
interest from confounding variables is limited. Nonetheless, we
expected and attempted to control for two main confounds:

Experience with other code review tools. To our knowledge, the
only other code review tool that supports a similar feature is GitHub’s,

which began supporting it in October 2018. Thus, we expected that
prior experience with this GitHub feature could cause Critique
users to look for the analogous feature, increasing the rate of Sug-
gest Edit discovery. Conversely, we expected that significant prior
experience with code review systems that do not have Suggest
Edit-like functionality would decrease Suggest Edit discovery in
Critique. Unfortunately, there was no way for us to reliably mea-
sure prior code review tool experience at scale, so we resorted to
a proxy measure, the user’s level as an employee, such as “junior”
or “senior staff”-level. In short, we expected that more junior en-
gineers may be more likely to have experience with the recently
added Suggest Edit-like feature in GitHub. Likewise, controlling for
level should also account for prior work’s findings suggesting that
“junior [software engineers] have more free time to explore” their
programming environments [21].

Job role. We also expected different roles may be more or less
likely to discover Suggest Edit, because they may have different ex-
pectations about the existence of similar functionality. For example,
word processors typically have “track changes” functionality, which
functions similarly to Suggest Edit, so users who were previously
familiar with tracking changes may likewise expect to be able to
Suggest Edits in Critique. Again as a proxy measure, and follow-
ing prior quantitative work about code review at Google [20], we
modeled users’ official role as Software Engineer (the bulk of Cri-
tique users), Site Reliability Engineer, Other Engineer (for example,
Research Scientist Engineer), and Other.

Testing the two hypotheses involves two (sets of) comparisons –
between the discoverability of the original and redesigned versions
of Critique, and between women and men employees. The Cox
proportional hazards regression framework allows us to carry out
both simultaneously, when specified as:

Surv(last_event_num, discovered) ∼
job_role + job_level + version * gender,

where the pair (last_event_num, discovered) represents the
outcome variable, the overall index of one’s review comment when
Suggest Edit was first used (if discovered = true) or the data
became right censored (discovered = false); job_role and
job_level are the two control variables above; and version *
gender is an interaction term between the version of Critique
used and gender – considering men users of the original version of
Critique as the baseline, the resulting three estimated coefficients
describe how the discovery probability varies for women users
of the original version, men users of the redesigned version, and
women users of the redesigned version.

We implemented our quantitative analysis in a combination of
SQL and R. All analysis code was written by one of the co-authors
of this paper and formally code reviewed by another co-author.
When interpreting the Cox regression, we consider p-values below
.05 to be statistically significant and report the estimated hazard
ratios as measures of effect size.

4.3 Data
While the historical code review data available to us captures when
employees used Critique to make comments and use Suggest Edits,
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Figure 4: Data filtering approach to create two groups (Critique with the original vs. redesigned Suggest Edit feature) that can
be compared fairly. The times when the employee first used Suggest Edit or the data becomes right-censored are circled.

comparing the original and redesigned versions is not straight-
forward, for many reasons. For example, there is more historical
data available for the original version compared to the redesigned
one, simply because the redesign is relatively recent, resulting in
potentially more right-censored observations for the latter group.
In addition, the redesign and transition to the new version did not
happen overnight, or even at the same time for all employees, e.g.,
some employees continued to use the old Critique while the new
Critique reached feature parity. This means that there is no single
clear transition point. Finally, some employees were exposed to and
used both versions of Critique, while others joined the company
after only the redesigned version was available, or left the company
before the redesign.

To allow for a sound comparison, we first filter the historical
code review data to create two distinct, non-overlapping but compa-
rable, equal-length periods (the version flag in our Cox regression
distinguishes between them):

• The most recent (Second) period is bounded by a start date
on which the version of Critique containing the redesigned
Suggest Edit was fully deployed to production. The end point
was around the date this analysis was performed. The pe-
riod is 34 months long and only includes employees whose
first-ever Critique comment or Suggest Edit was recorded
during this interval. That is, we excluded people that used
the original Critique and, therefore, the remaining people
are not biased in some way by their previous code review
experience with the original version. In Figure 4, employ-
ees B and D started reviewing any code directly with the
redesigned Critique. D suggested an edit on their first com-
ment (and other times thereafter), while B is right censored
and is recorded as not yet having discovered Suggest Edit,
even though they perhaps discovered it shortly after the
end of the observation period. Employee F is not considered

for this period, even though they also used the redesigned
Suggest Edit, because they have prior experience with the
original version.

• The prior (First) period is bounded by an end date on which
the original Critique, designed without GenderMag, was
used by all employees except a small fraction (for example,
early dogfooders of the revised Critique). The start date
was defined as 34 months before that date, to ensure the
two periods have equal length. In Figure 4, employees A,
C, and F started reviewing any code during this period and
are considered, while E is “too old” to be considered for
this period. A and F eventually used Suggest Edit during
this period (the first use is the one that counts), while C
is recorded as right censored – on the last comment of the
period, the comment that counts, they had yet to use Suggest
Edit, even though they used it shortly thereafter.

Note that we deliberately captured two equal length periods, so
that discovery times would be directly comparable. In addition, we
deliberately excluded the time between the two periods, about 10
months in total, to account for uncertainty during the period in
which both versions of Critique co-existed. Moreover, a single user
cannot contribute data to both periods.

For comment histories (the last_event_num variable) we cal-
culated the number of comments up to and including the first use
of Suggest Edit, or, if the user never used Suggest Edit, then number
of comments made before the end of the period. While rare, we ex-
cluded users from our analysis who used both the older and newer
versions of Critique. All users were full-time Google employees.

We gathered gender data for our sample from internal human
resources data, which is 99% complete for code reviewers. Although
gender is not a binary, the data available to us only included male
and female as labels. More research is needed to capture and un-
derstand the experience of non-binary software developers.
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Figure 5: Kaplan-Meier plot showing the probability of discovering Suggest Edit over time, for four different groups.

In sum, we included data from 21,109 users for Critique without
GenderMag (of which 4,087 were women), and for the period with
GenderMag, we included 31,646 users (7,274 women).

Limitations. Taken together, our modeling strategy and sampling
approach have several limitations (giving rise to several threats
to internal validity), with respect to how confidently we can con-
clude that GenderMag is the cause of the observed results. Since the
two observation periods occurred at two distinct periods in time,
some event other than GenderMag may have influenced discovery
rates. For example, it is possible that the COVID19 pandemic and
resulting lockdown may have somehow increased discoverability
for the post-GenderMag version of Suggest Edit. Similarly, after
looking at the discovery data for the post-GenderMag period, we
were surprised to find that many Critique users used Suggest Edit
before they made a comment (technically, as their first comment in
our operationalization). We were concerned that perhaps the new
engineer training – where engineers complete a tutorial where they
review each others’ code – was modified recently to recommend
Suggest Edit. Fortunately, we found no such evidence, but it is still
possible that other sources of causal interference are present. A
more conclusive experiment would have deployed both pre- and
post-GenderMag versions of Critique simultaneously, randomly
assigning users to one or the other. Such an experiment was infea-
sible in this case, because maintaining two separate versions of the
same software, especially over a multi-year period, was impractical.

It is also worth noting a threat to external validity that tempers
our ability to generalize to other contexts. Namely, our study was
conducted at just one company, for just one feature, in just one
piece of software, and by just one team. Other companies, fea-
tures, software, or teams may experience different results. However,

the literature described in the Related Work Section shows that
GenderMag, broadly speaking, is applicable in a variety of other
organizations for a variety of types of features and software.

5 RESULTS
Before GenderMag, 23% of users of Critique discovered Suggest
Edit; of those discoverers, the median number of comments made
before Suggest Edit was invoked was 37. In comparison, after Gen-
derMag, 35% of users discovered Suggest Edit; of those discoverers,
the median number of comments made before Suggest Edit was
invoked was 5. These numbers suggest that GenderMag’s redesign
increased discoverability, and we next show how discoverability
varied by gender (Section 5.1) and then test our hypotheses formally
(Section 5.2).

5.1 Suggest Edit Discovery Curves
Figure 5 shows a Kaplan-Meier plot for our data, which compares
the number of comments on the x-axis to the probability of dis-
covering Suggest Edit on the y-axis. We have truncated the x-axis
to 1,000 comments, because few users made so many comments,
reducing the certainty of estimates at the far right. In the plot, four
different lines are shown:

• Men using the Critique designed without GenderMag, in
dark purple ( ).

• Women using the Critique without GenderMag, in light pur-
ple ( ).

• Men using the Critique designed with GenderMag, in dark
green ( ).

• Women using the Critique with GenderMag, in light green
( ).
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To understand Figure 5, let us consider each series at x=1,000
comments, at the far right of the plot. Moving from bottom to top,
we see that the model estimates that about 62% of women using
the code review system designed without GenderMag find Suggest
Edit by their 1,000th comment; in comparison, about 65% of men
using the same system find Suggest Edit by their 1,000th comment.
Moving upwards to the green lines describing the system designed
with GenderMag, we next see that the model estimates 81% of men
discover Suggest Edit by their 1,000th comment, compared to 83%
of women.7

Examining Figure 5, we can make the following observations:

• The largest discovery differences are between With and
Without GenderMag versions of the code review system.
This suggests that all users benefited, in terms of discovery,
from GenderMag’s cognitive walkthrough.

• Given the uniformly lower line, women tend to discover
Suggest Edit more slowly thanmen using the systemwithout
GenderMag. This suggests a confirmation of Hypothesis 1,
but we provide further confirmatory evidence below.

• The gender gap in discovery appears to be closed for the
code review system designed with GenderMag, providing
some evidence in support of Hypothesis 2; we examine this
further below.

While the above provides some evidence for our hypothesis, we
next test the hypotheses directly.

5.2 Testing Hypotheses
We estimate the Cox regression model described above on the same
survival data to formally test our hypotheses. After controlling for
job role and level, we find that, compared to men using the code
review tool designed without GenderMag:

• Women using the system designed without GenderMag were
18% (95% confidence interval is 11-24%) less likely to discover
Suggest Edit thanmen at any given time (𝛽 = −0.19752, 𝐻𝑅 =

0.82076, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.03977, 𝑧 = −4.966, 𝑝 = 6.83𝑒 − 07). This
finding quantifies the gap between purple lines in Figure 5,
and supports Hypothesis 1.

• Men using the system designed with GenderMag were 2.4
times (CI=2.27-2.46) more likely to discover Suggest Edit
than when using the system designed without GenderMag
(𝛽 = 0.86180, 𝐻𝑅 = 2.36741, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.01944, 𝑧 = 44.327, 𝑝 <

2𝑒 − 16).
• Women using the system designed with GenderMag were
2.4 times (CI=2.28-2.53) more likely to discover Suggest Edit
than Men using the system designed without GenderMag
(𝛽 = 0.876632, 𝐻𝑅 = 2.402793, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.025823). Given the
practically equivalent estimates and confidence intervals for
men and women’s discovery of Suggest Edit after Gender-
Mag, we conclude that Hypothesis 2 is supported.

7The reader might question how to reconcile this 81-83% discovery rate with the 35%
discovery rate reported at the beginning of Section 5. The answer is that most users
in our dataset never reached 1000 comments; this is evident in Figure 5, where the
curves are smooth at the left of the figure, indicating many data points, but relatively
rough at the right of it, indicating few data points.

Figure 6: The “+” button on aGitHub pull request, indicating
that a user can add a comment to line 26.

Figure 7: Once the “+” button is clicked in Figure 6, this dia-
log appears on a GitHub pull request. Pressing the “±” page
icon on the toolbar invokes the Suggest Edit-like feature.

6 DISCUSSION
While the evidence presented here suggests that indeed discover-
ability for Suggest Edit was increased by GenderMag, an astute
reader might wonder whether we could have just as easily increased
the discoverability of Suggest Edit with some other method, such
as a general cognitive walkthrough. Moreover, looking back over
this neatly-told usability story, it seems obvious that discoverability
was a major usability barrier, considering that the Suggest Edit
button was hidden away in an unexpected place and that it used a
cryptic pencil icon. We argue that the discoverability barrier was
only obvious in retrospect. As evidence, consider GitHub’s Sug-
gest Edit functionality, which exhibits a very similar discoverability
problem:8

• When a reviewer on GitHub wants to suggest an edit to the
file, they must first open a view indicating that they want to
make a comment (Figure 6).

• Once the view to make a comment is open, the reviewer
then clicks on the cryptic “±” page icon to suggest an edit
(Figure 7, top left).

So to the extent that we are guilty of missing an obvious usability
problem with the Critique code review tool, at least we are in good
company.

Although this paper’s contribution is largely quantitative, we ob-
served the following qualitative experiences applying GenderMag
at Google:

• The GenderMag method was new to session participants, so
having an OSU GenderMag expert describe the method, its

8Accordingly, commentary notes that this feature of GitHub is “not that well-known”.
(https://haacked.com/archive/2019/06/03/suggested-changes/) and “for some reason a
lot of reviewers are not familiar or bother” with the feature (https://news.ycombinator.
com/item?id=38518473#38522993).

https://haacked.com/archive/2019/06/03/suggested-changes/
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=38518473#38522993
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=38518473#38522993
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research basis, and a short demo of how to run a GenderMag
session helped make our GenderMag sessions productive.

• A deep appreciation of the method and its potential impact
really only became apparent once our sessions were under-
way, and we dived deep into a use case using the personas.

• The detailed analysis framework that GenderMag provides
allowed us to identify actionable issues in a systematic way,
which we could then tackle via design changes.

• Initially the method seemed to have a high cost in terms of
time, and the outcomes potentially seemed a bit abstract to
the workshop participants (due to the initial lack of familiar-
ity with the method). However, by the end of the two-day
design workshop, after seeing the full journey from identi-
fying issues using GenderMag to seeing improved designs
being sketched out and come to life, a number of workshop
participants expressed that any initial reservations they may
have had with the method were gone.

• Reflections after the workshops on what could be improved
for future iterations surfaced reducing the overall time cost of
themethod. For example, as also suggested in priorwork [14],
they suggested potentially having smaller groups go through
the detailed feature analysis, and instituting some time keep-
ing so that the entire use case can be examined in the time
set (since it can be easy to go deep on details).

Another observation of using GenderMag was that although
many findings emerged, few findings were actually fixed (see Ta-
ble 1), and the glib summary is that our fixes entailed just copying a
button and adding some text. On one hand, the number of findings
or fixes that GenderMag yields is not as important as whether the
fixes actually make a tangible improvement. On the other hand, if
we had implemented more fixes, perhaps we could have achieved
even more tangible increases to discoverability and usability overall.
But implementing even more fixes would have been challenging,
for several reasons: additional user interface improvements can
have diminishing returns; interfaces that look great in mockups
can be difficult to implement in deployed software; and existing
users of a system expect consistency from release to release. These
challenges illustrate some practical limitations of design methods
like GenderMag.

Finally, we believe that our quantitative analysis technique –
applying survival analysis to feature usage, then disaggregated
by gender – should be more widely used to find gender dispari-
ties in software usage. Doing so manually is a nearly impossible
task, because in order to know what features work disproportion-
ately poorly for some genders requires researchers to run Gender-
Mag (or a more expensive technique, like a lab study) on every
feature. Instead, we envision that a broader use of quantitative,
logs-based techniques like the one we presented here can find the
most underdiscovered features for some identity group, whether
that be women or Latinx+ users, for instance. More intense and
time-consuming methods, like GenderMag or its broader-scoped
cousin InclusiveMag [19] which considers more facets of identity
than just gender, could then be used as a follow-up to diagnose
and remedy these statistically problematic features. Logs-based

techniques like ours could complement attempts to automate ap-
plying GenderMag [6], and more broadly contribute to ongoing
“quantitative personas” research [23, 27].

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe an application of the GenderMag design
methodology, showing that it helped improve the usability of a
feature called Suggest Edit. In particular, our quantitative evalua-
tion showed that, prior to GenderMag, it took women more time to
discover the feature than men. It also showed that, after redesign-
ing with the help of GenderMag, we were able to eliminate this
gender gap entirely. More broadly, we envision a future in which
practitioners can quantitatively hone in on problematic software
features at scale, a step on the journey towards more software that
works for a more diverse set of users.

8 DATA AVAILABILITY
The raw data used in this paper is sensitive – especially gender data
– and sharing it is not permitted.
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